In presenting the preliminary results of my own analysis of circulating-library publishing, this paper will argue that a detailed analysis of circulating-library publishing is critical to our understanding of how "the novel" emerged and functioned as a dominant literary genre. Basically, my analysis indicates that eighteenth-century British circulating libraries specialized in publishing fiction by anonymous and/or female authors who were often novices. Evidence moreover suggests that the libraries run by these publishers institutionally supported this strategy by culturally reproducing reading patrons as these anonymous and/or female authors. Circulatinglibrary publishers pursued this strategy of development, I maintain, because as relative fledglings unconnected to the dynastic publishing houses who since the 1740's had monopolized "the novel," these publishers could compete only by developing cheap, new talent and fashions within the fiction genre.
the novel" itself defined certain very specific "novelistic" conventions and prescribed imitation of them as an ethical value, the analysis of circulating-library publishing in fact exposes the paradoxical value that conventionality had and still has in discussions of "the novel," and brings into focus the fundamental ways that such notions Clay's circulating library. As Fergus emphasizes in her study, the Clay records have the additional and unique virtue of being the only known record of actual borrowing of books from a circulating library.
We know that people wanted to and presumably did read these 85 books, and we even know relatively how much, as a group, they wanted to read each one.
Let me emphasize that I do not imagine that these circumstances qualify the results presented here as conclusive. But surely they do
give us good reason to view these results as probable (if imprecise)
indications of the trends that my wider data base will produce. And practically, by publishing this study in its preliminary form, I hope to 606 Anonymous Signatures solicit criticism about the design of the analysis, and to invite collaboration, corroboration, or challenges from other scholars who may be at work on similar or related projects. Such early response is especially urgent for this project because the kind of analysis described above is by its nature slow and expensive work, and because, so far as I know, no one has yet attempted such an investigation. Given these circumstances, publishing this paper as a suggestive proposal will inevitably make my work more efficient, and might also expedite the work of others involved in or contemplating related projects.
My analysis of Clay's books most immediately suggests that the overwhelming stock-in-trade of circulating-library publishers was fiction by anonymous authors. Overall, novels accounted for 86% of the books published by circulating-library publishers, and 68% of those published by non-circulating-library publishers. Notably, as a group, the 7 circulating-library publishers were 1.8 times more prolific than the 35 non-circulating-library publishers.6 More specifically, as Table 1 shows, 12 of the 22 total books published by circulating-library publishers-52% of their total output-were by anonymous authors, while 6 (27%) were by female authors, and only 4 (18%) were by men. By contrast, only 11 of the 59 books (19%)
published by non-circulating-library publishers were by anonymous authors, while 17 (29%) were by women, and 31 (53%) were by men.
As a comparison of the "prolificity ratios" from Table 1 shows, these percentages mean that, proportionally speaking, circulating-library publishers were 5.7 times more likely to publish works by anony- But if circulating-library authors remained anonymous because they felt particularly ashamed of their publishers, then why did they choose these publishers in the first place? One logical answer is that these authors had no other choice, because they were novice or otherwise high-risk authors. This answer in turn implies that circulating-library publishers were themselves somehow obliged to spe- Walpole's subsidies consolidated the monopoly of the publishing coterie that served him.'7 Notably, the network of publishers centered around Richardson were also concerned in coffee-houses, where the didactic, critical discourse that helped elevate the "novel"
developed, but where entrance was refused to women, whose public presence was stigmatized as part of the "carnivalesque" bar culture to which coffee-houses opposed themselves.q" Hence, by financially backing the publishers who helped him in his struggle against Bolingbroke, Walpole "accidentally" caused and substantially paid for the early-eighteenth-century attenuation of women's role in the business of publishing.
At a more discursive level, the particular ideologies articulated in and around the novels of Richardson also helped culturally to construct female fiction writing as a devalued, reproductive mode of discourse. Indeed, the profound extent to which the process of "elevating the novel" culturally devalued female fiction writing and prescribed its form as reproductive is the major theme of most recent studies of early British fiction.'9 By speaking of the novel's "elevation," Warner stresses, as do the other critics cited above, that the novel did not spontaneously "rise" into generic precision and credibility as a natural part of historical progress; rather, at a certain juncture, British literary culture institutionally constructed and maintained "the novel" as a hegemonic discipline.2" More specifically, these critics agree that the major ideologies "elevated" along with the novel were an equation of "the novel" with moral didacticism, and the historiographical disparagement of previous female fiction as tradition. In fundamental ways, both of these ideologies at once devalue female fiction, and insist that reproduction of virtuous male models is the only legitimate form for female fiction writing.
Probably the most common theme among these recent studies is that "the elevation of the novel" distinguished "novels" from previous fiction not so much because of novels' innovative "formal realism," as because of their insistence upon moral didacticism. And the fact that the novel was publicly elevated as a moral antidote to perverse female writing foregrounded the cultural "need" to discipline female writing, and hence devalued it. In turn, as Ballaster and
Spencer especially stress, the emergence of the didactic "novel" as the hegemonic genre of fiction subjugated female writers to
Richardson as a moral patriarch, and prescribed strict imitation of his style as the only proper mode for female writing. Any sallies by women into original, controversial themes or any experiments in ironic, decentered structure inevitably classed them with the perverse women writers whom the novel was supposed to discipline and replace.22
Historiographically, the elevation of the novel misexplained Behn, Manley, and Haywood as developments of an outdated French "romance" tradition, and hence reconstructed these early female fiction writers not merely as moral degenerates, but also as historical regressions to a "romantic" past that enlightened modernity, with its new constitution, institutions, and "novels," had now happily sur- into broad categories such as "Novels, Romances, &c.," versus "Medicine." However, their bibliographic orders also distinguished more precise genres within these broad headings. For instance, because circulating libraries cataloged and shelved books alphabetically, they grouped books into genres defined by "keywords" in the titles: most "Mysteries" were cataloged and shelved together, as were most "Memoirs and Adventures." Because catalogs and shelving also grouped books by format, even a little experience would teach patrons to look for "modern romances" among duodecimo volumes.
Such ordering made it easy for readers to find other books like ones they had enjoyed, and perhaps more importantly, it encouraged readers to perceive and sample books as members of genres.
Simply by the physical presentation of their wares, circulating Because the review speaks of "the modern romance" genre rather than of Radcliffe specifically, this criticism is not equivalent to the complaint that all of Radcliffe's romances are the same thing warmed over. Rather, the statement is itself an instance of the conventional complaint by critics during the 1780's and 90's that the "novel" as a genre was being quantitatively overwhelmed by the "repetition" of generic "departures" from it.39 According to these two reviews, "the modern romance" is "degenerate" because it repeats "departures" such as Radcliffe's from the "models" provided by the "novel,"
whereas Burney is virtuous because she adheres to those "models."
Overtly, the review of Radcliffe justifies its charge of degeneracy by insisting that repetition of modern romance conventions is simply boring, and "disappoints curiosity." Yet the parenthetical metaphor Fiedler's concept and the Saussurean relation of parole to langue emphasizes, the notion of "signature" does seem apt for describing how writers exploited received discursive "forms" or models in their own work. My notion of "signatures" on genres is also indebted to the concept of "variatition" proposed by Gardiner in her defense of Behn's Love Letters between a Nobleman and his Sister as the "first" English "novel" (note 5), 219. For a survey of current genre theories that similarly emphasize the ways genres historically determine literary production, see Ralph
Cohen, "Genre Theory, Literary History, and Historical Change," in Theoretical
